Prague’s Estates Theater, Mozart, and Bohemian Patriotism
by Martin Nedbal

Johann Berka’s engraving of Philipp and Franz Heger’s drawings
representing what is now called the Estates Theater (see centerpiece plate 1) was created, together with five other engravings
of the theater, in 1793 to commemorate the 1791 coronation of
Leopold II as the King of Bohemia.1 The theater acquired its
present-day title in 1798, when it was sold by Friedrich Nostitz,
the son of its original founder, to the Bohemian Estates. Since
1798 the theater has remained under the supervision of the Bohemian, and later the Czechoslovak and Czech, governments.
Throughout the two and a quarter centuries of its existence the
theater has withstood many dramatic events that reflect the history of Bohemia in general: besides housing the festivities associated with the Prague coronations of Leopold II (1791), Franz II
(1792), and Ferdinand V (1836), the theater witnessed the gradual split of the Prague population into Czechs and Germans and
became a purely German-language institution in 1862; it was
vandalized by an angry Czech mob in 1881;2 it was unlawfully
appropriated by Czech nationalists in 1920;3 it was taken over
by German ensembles during the Nazi occupation, and finally
returned to Czech hands in 1945.4 In response to these developments, the theater gradually acquired many different Czech and
German official titles, and that is why I am going to refer to it by

1 The remaining five prints show the newly erected wooden pavilion
added to the back side of the Estates Theater for the coronation festivities (nos. 1 and 2); the front and side façades and cross sections of
the building (no. 4); and the views of the interior of the theater and the
pavilion during a coronation ball (these prints are without numbers).
Color scans of five of these prints can be accessed through the Austrian
National Library’s online catalogue. All six prints are preserved in the
Czech National Gallery (NGg, R114462, R114463, R114464, R114465,
R114620, and R116421).
2 Nationalist tensions grew in Prague due to the debates about the splitting of the Charles-Ferdinand University, and during street demonstrations on the evening of June 30, 1881, Czech nationalists threw stones
and broke the windows of the Estates Theater. Detailed accounts can be
found in Prague newspapers from July 1, 1881.
3 This incident is discussed in Jiří Hilmera, Stavovské národu: O tom, jak
se Stavovské divadlo stalo součástí divadla Národního [The Estates Theater to the Nation: How the Estates Theater Was Incorporated into the
National Theater] (Prague: Činohra Národního divadla, 1991).
4 These events are discussed in Jitka Ludvová, Až k hořkému konci:
Pražské německé divadlo 1845-1945 [To the Bitter End: Prague German
Theater 1845–1945] (Prague: Academia, 2012).

its most widely used and the present official name, the Estates
Theater (Stavovské divadlo).
The print that accompanies this publication presents the
longitudinal section and ground plan of the Estates Theater.
Not shown in this particular print is the extra pavilion added
to the Theater during the coronation festivities from the northern side, connected to an opening of the backstage to the Fruit
Market Square (Ovocný trh). As the ground plan shows, the auditorium of the Estates Theater was U-shaped, as opposed to
the Vienna Burgtheater, which was horseshoe-shaped. The auditorium of the Prague theater had, according to Czech theater
historians, a capacity of over 1,000 spectators and was therefore
among the largest in eighteenth-century Central Europe.5 The
ground plan illustrates, moreover, that the even-level main floor
(the parterre) was divided into two sections: the parterre noble
in the front part of the auditorium and the second parterre in
the back, accessible to non-noble audience members as well.6
The longitudinal section also depicts the structure of the auditorium, with three rows of 54 boxes (the second row featured
the royal box with a canopy and the imperial coat of arms) and
a top gallery with amphitheater seating. Also remarkable in the
longitudinal section is the festive decoration of the theater, created on the occasion of Leopold II’s coronation. As both plans
show, the length of the forestage and scenic stage in the Estates
Theater exceeded the length of the auditorium, which was typical for most theaters during Mozart’s time.7 Also similar to other theaters of the time, the Estates Theater had seven banks of
grooves that facilitated swift changes of scenery.
Present-day visitors of the building would notice significant
changes, executed during several renovations in the nineteenth
century. For example, the original auditorium (designed by Anton Haffenecker according to plans by Kaspar Hermann Count
von Künigl) was lower than the present one. The proscenium
was supported by several Corinthian pilasters, and the arch
was topped by a relief portrait of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing.
The auditorium was enlarged at the beginning of Karl August
5 Dějiny českého divadla [Czech Theater History], vol. 2 (Prague: Academia, 1969), 18.
6 See John Rice, Mozart on the Stage (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 165.
7 Rice, 174.
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Figure 1: View of the Estates Theater’s main entrance as depicted on
the front page of Prager Theater-Almanach auf das Jahr 1808 (this is
another of Johann Berka’s engravings and is based on a drawing by
Karl Postl, the official designer for the Estates Theater between 1807
and 1817).

Stöger’s directorship, between September 23 and October 29,
1834. During the renovation, the separation of the parterre
disappeared, a second gallery was added, and the proscenium
was raised accordingly—transforming from a square into the
present-day rectangle.8 The exterior appearance of the theater
came to reflect the interior division into rows of boxes and two
galleries only during the reconstruction of 1859.9 Until that reconstruction, the theater’s façade had a ground floor, a row of
tall windows, and an upper mezzanine. As Jiří Hilmera points
out, the original façade of the theater resembled baroque pala8 This reconstruction is described by Anton Müller in Bohemia 7, no.
130 (October 31, 1834). Jiří Hilmera was unaware of this article and
therefore was unsure about the addition of the second gallery in 1834,
although the report is paraphrased (without citation) in Teuber’s Geschichte des Prager Theaters. See Jiří Hilmera, Česká divadelní architektura [Czech Theater Architecture] (Prague: Divadelní ústav, 1999), 29;
and Oscar Teuber, Geschichte des Prager Theaters, vol. 3 (Prague: Haase,
1888), 202–3.
9 Many studies of the Estates Theater’s history claim that the reconstruction occurred between 1858 and 1859. See Hilmera, Česká divadelní
architektura, 29; and Zdeňka Benešová, Taťána Součková, and Dana
Flídrová, The Estates Theater in Prague: Its History and Present (Prague:
Národní divadlo, 2000), 123. According to the journal Bohemia it was
started only in the spring of 1859 and was finished on November 29,
1859. The plans for the reconstruction, however, were made already in
1858 by the architect Karl Brust. These plans were destroyed during the
fire of the Old Town Hall in 1945. They were discussed in Zdeněk Wirth,
“Od Kotců k Národnímu divadlu” [From Kotzen Theater to National
Theater], Umění 11 (1938), 229.
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Figure 2: Present-day view of the Estates Theater’s main entrance, in
the form the theater acquired during the reconstruction of 1859.

ces of Prague aristocracy, but in 1859, the building was raised so
that it acquired its current classical appearance with two rows
of windows on the side of the building above the ground floor
(see figures 1 and 2).10
It was also during the 1859 renovation that the façade acquired its present-day inscriptions, which made it more symbolic of Bohemian patriotism.11 The tympanum above the main
entrance no longer exhibited the bas-relief of Pallas Athena with
putti but rather the Bohemian emblem with a white lion in a red
field.12 The cornice below the tympanum acquired a new version
of the inscription “Patriae et Musis” (To the Fatherland and the
Muses). The south side tympanum (facing present-day Havířská
and Na Příkopě Streets) replaced the bas-relief of Perseus gaining victory over Medusa with the inscription “FRANCISCUS ANTONIUS S. R. I. COMES DE NOSTITZ-RIENEK
FUNDAVIT A. D. MDCCLXXXI” (Founded in 1781 by Franz
Anton Nostitz-Rieneck, Count of the Holy Roman Empire).
10 Jiří Hilmera, “Divadlo, kde měl premiéru Don Giovanni” [The Theater
Where Don Giovanni Premiered], in Mozartův Don Giovanni v Praze
[Mozart’s Don Giovanni in Prague] (Prague: Divadelní ústav, 1987), 17.
11 The new inscriptions and emblem are described in Bohemia 32, no. 224
(September 22, 1859).
12 The original relief sculptures in the tympani of the theater are depicted
in the fourth of the Berka engravings.

The north side tympanum acquired the inscription “DELEGATI INCLYTI REGNI BOHEMIAE REAEDIFICAVERUNT
A. D. MDCCCLIX” (Rebuilt by the Noble Estates of the Bohemian Kingdom in 1799). The final significant reconstruction
came in 1882; after the catastrophic fire of Vienna’s Ringtheater,
emergency passages were added to the sides of the theater. In
addition, the 1882 reconstruction deepened the front part of
the parterre and extended the proscenium so that it overlapped
with the first column of boxes on each side.
The 1793 print focuses on the Estates Theater’s significance
during the coronation festivities of 1791 and thus also points out
the theater’s function as an emblem of Bohemian patriotism. At
the same time, it is curious that the prints were published only
after Leopold II’s death and the more recent coronation of his
successor, Franz II, on August 9, 1792. The commemoration of
a dead monarch’s coronation during the reign of that monarch’s
successor might be related to the fact that Franz’s coronation
festivities were shorter and less sumptuous due to financial pressures of the First Coalition War against revolutionary France.13
But the untimely commemoration also set in relief the complicated relationship of Bohemia to the Habsburg Empire. The
Habsburgs had ruled in Bohemia since 1526, moved the capital to Vienna in the early seventeenth century, and during the
eighteenth century stripped the Bohemian government of most
political responsibilities in an attempt to centralize the Empire.
In response to the centralizing efforts, a large part of Prague’s
nobility was invested in restoring and preserving Bohemian autonomy, and the 1791 coronation became a powerful symbol of
those efforts, especially since Leopold II’s predecessor, Joseph
II, did not let himself be crowned as the Bohemian king.14
The founding of what is nowadays referred to as the Estates
Theater was both an act of emulation and transcendence of Viennese imperial institutions. The main model for Franz Anton
Count Nostitz and Rieneck, the founder of the theater, was Joseph II’s National Theater, operating in the Vienna Burgtheater
since 1776. The creation of the Vienna National Theater was the
result of a lengthy process in which Viennese intellectuals and
administrators gradually embraced the concept of a theater that
was no longer simply a site of courtly representation or popular entertainment, but an institution through which the state
edified large segments of the population by means of the presentation of theatrical works in the vernacular.15 Joseph II also
helped jump-start Nostitz’s Prague project in the spring of 1781,
13 See Hugh LeCaine Agnew, “Ambiguities of Ritual: Dynastic Loyalty,
Territorial Patriotism and Nationalism in Three Royal Coronations in
Bohemia, 1791–1836,” Bohemia 41 (2000), 9.
14 For more details on the coronation’s ritualistic symbolism in connection to Bohemian patriotism, see Agnew, 15–17.
15 On this process, see Martin Nedbal, Morality and Viennese Opera in the
Age of Mozart and Beethoven (New York: Routledge, 2016), chapter 1.

when he and his Viennese officials issued three different proclamations (on 24 March, 11 May, and 22 June) countering various
kinds of opposition to the new building. Strong resistance to the
new theater came from Prague’s Old Town municipal council,
which feared the loss of revenue from leasing the Kotzen Theater, the earlier main stage in Prague that became obsolete with
the building of the Estates Theater. Also, the Prague University
was concerned about the location of the new theater directly in
front of the main University building. The March 24, 1781 proclamation contains a note in the Emperor’s own hand, in which
he praises the Count’s “altruism” (“Uneigennützigkeit”) that so
greatly benefits the Prague audience (“machet alles Gute für das
Prager Publicum”).16 By June 7, 1781, the new theater’s foundation stone was laid, and on September 25, 1781, the Emperor
himself visited the building site.
Various social and cultural conditions specific to Bohemia,
however, distinguished the Prague theater project from its Viennese model. The main issue was the conflicted nature of national and regional identities that the theater was supposed to
represent. The majority of educated consumers of literate culture in Prague in the 1780s considered German as their primary language. But the majority of population in Bohemia spoke
Czech, and Czech was also the language associated with the
traditional institutions of the Bohemian kingdom—something
that many members of the German-speaking nobility acknowledged when they tried to speak Czech during various rituals of
the 1791 coronation.17 The clash between the linguistic variety
of the Bohemian population and the emerging concept of Germanocentric patriotic and national unity is clearly reflected in
the inscription on the main façade of the new building: “Patriae
et musis” (To the Fatherland and the Muses). Although for most
of its existence (until 1920), the Estates Theater was viewed as
a predominantly German-language institution, Count Nostitz
chose a motto in Latin, the language many educated Bohemians viewed as the chief literary language prior to the Habsburg
centralization and Germanization efforts of the mid-eighteenth
century.18 This motivation comes more clearly into focus when
one considers how easy it would have been for the Count to ask
for the German inscription “Dem Vaterlande,” an option that
was in fact called for in some Prague circles.19 Nostitz certainly
16 Cited in Teuber, vol. 2, 67.
17 Agnew, 8–9.
18 For a discussion of Nostitz’s patriotism as Bohemian as opposed to
German-Bohemian, see Markéta Bartoš Tautrmanová, Eine Arena
deutsch-tschechischer Kultur: Das Prager Ständetheater 1846–1862 (Berlin: Lit, 2012), 24.
19 According to Teuber, on August 19, 1781, the Prager Oberpostamtszeitung claimed that the inscription in the frontispiece of the theater would
be “Dem Vaterlande,” not “Patriae et Musis,” as had supposedly and “incorrectly” been reported in the Erlangenische Zeitung. Teuber, vol. 2, 76.
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viewed German as the primary language of the enlightened Bohemian theater, and in his 1782 proclamation to the inhabitants
of Prague and Bohemia he expressed the hope that the Estates
Theater would allow its Bohemian audiences to demonstrate
that they did not “feel any less German blood in their veins”
(“weniger deutsches Blut in unseren Adern fühlen”) than other inhabitants of the “German hereditary lands” (“deutsche
Erbländer”).20 At the same time, Nostitz allowed the theater to
perform in any language that fit the desires of the nobility and
the public (thus not excluding the possibility of Czech performances, which indeed commenced in 1785).
The 1782 proclamation also suggests a complicated relationship between the new Prague theater and Vienna. On the one
hand, Nostitz views the new Prague theater as emulating the
court-supported National Theater in Vienna, yet he emphasizes the Bohemians’ right to their own culture. After its festive
opening on April 21, 1783, with Lessing’s Emilia Galotti, the
theater both relied on inspiration and stimuli from Vienna and
refracted them in more or less significant ways. The theater’s
production of Mozart’s Die Entführung aus dem Serail is a good
example of the cultural tensions between Prague and Vienna
in the 1780s. According to Josef-Horst Lederer, and contrary
to many earlier studies, the Prague premiere of Die Entführung
occurred only in 1783 in the Estates Theater.21 Die Entführung
was one of several Singspiele that the first artistic director of the
Estates Theater, Karl Wahr, imported from Vienna in 1782 and
1783. Furthermore, several of the singers who performed in the
1783 Prague Entführung possibly also participated in the original Vienna production under Mozart—the Prague Pedrillo, for
example, was Karl Ludwig Schmidt, who until 1782 belonged
to the Vienna National Singspiel company and, according to a
letter from Leopold Mozart to his daughter Nannerl, appeared
as Pedrillo under Mozart’s direction.22
The Prague German company, however, explicitly distanced
itself from Vienna through the 1783 Prague print of Die Ent20 Cited in Teuber, vol. 2, 95.
21 Josef-Horst Lederer, “‘Meine teutsche opera… ist in Prag und Leipzig—sehr gut—und mit allem beyfall gegeben worden’—Fakten und
Hypothesen zur Prager Erstaufführung von Mozart’s Entführung aus
dem Serail,” in Böhmische Aspekte des Lebens und des Werkes W. A.
Mozarts, ed. Milada Jonášová and Tomislav Volek (Prague: Institute
for Ethnology of the Czech Academy of Sciences and Czech Mozart
Society, 2011), 21–28. Lederer disproves numerous earlier claims that
Die Entführung premiered in Prague already in 1782, i.e., in the older
Kotzen Theater (Divadlo v Kotcích). Such views result from a mistake
in Teuber’s Geschichte; Die Entführung was most likely first performed
only in the Estates Theater between April and August 1783. As a result, it
is unclear whether Prague was the first place to produce Die Entführung
outside of Vienna, because a production of the same opera also opened
in Warsaw on May 8, 1783.
22 Lederer, 27.
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führung’s libretto.23 The title page bears a note from Christoph
Friedrich Bretzner, the Leipzig author of the original text of Die
Entführung (Belmont und Constanze), adapted for Mozart by
Gottlieb Stephanie the Younger in Vienna. A few months before the Prague premiere, in 1782, Bretzner published a note in
the Leipziger Zeitung complaining about “a certain man, named
Mozart,” who dared to “abuse” his libretto for an opera. The
Prague libretto contains a similar note, in which Bretzner writes
that he cannot claim responsibility for the numerous arias that
were incorporated into his text in Vienna (because of their poor
quality) and as a result marks the inserted arias throughout the
Prague publication with the note “v.W.U.” (vom Wiener Umarbeiter). Thus although Wahr’s company used Viennese Singspiele, it also pointed out a distinct approach and a connection
to North German theater.
The Prague production of Die Entführung most likely made
use of one or more of the twelve sets of decorations that were
created for the Estates Theater by the stage designer Joseph
Platzer, and Platzer’s involvement points to further links with
and distinctions between Prague and Vienna. Born in Prague,
Platzer spent most of his career in Vienna, though it was his
work for the Estates Theater that initiated his long-time collaboration with the Viennese court theater.24 As Bořivoj Srba has
shown, Platzer’s sets are most likely described in an inventory
of the Estates Theater from 1791.25 Among these sets, the one
that would fit Die Entführung’s plot and stage direction most
closely is the one called “Arabian Room” (“Arabisches Zimmer”)
in the inventory; additionally the inventory mentions extra objects (“Versetzstücke”) that could be added to the main decorations—among these, the ones that might have been used in
Die Entführung are the depiction of a mosque (“eine Türckische
Mochèe auf Leinwandt”), a “Turkish” house (“ein Türkisches
Haus”), and a seascape (“Meer 2 Stück Wasser auf Pappendeckeln, dann 4 Stück Wasser auf Leinwandt . . . 2 Stück Schiefe . . . .”
[sea 2 pieces of water on cardboard, then 4 pieces of water on
canvas . . . 2 pieces of ships . . . .]). Platzer’s decorations might
have also been complemented by those that the Estates Theater
inherited from its predecessor, the Kotzen Theater. As Věra
Ptáčková has pointed out, a similar combination of earlier and
more recent decorations also must have been used during the

23 Die Entführung aus dem Serail (Prague: Diesbach, 1783).
24 A recent overview of Platzer’s output can be found in Jiří Bláha, “Joseph Platzer (1751-1806)” (master’s thesis, Palacký University, Olomouc,
2009), https://theses.cz/id/n5idwl/100585-327202534.pdf.
25 Bořivoj Srba, V zahradách Thespidových: K vývojové problematice
českého jevištního výtvarnictví XIX. století [In the Gardens of Thespis:
On the Problems Concerning the Development of Nineteenth-Century
Czech Stage Design] (Brno: Janáčkova akademie múzických umění,
2009), 41–58.

1787 world premiere production of Don Giovanni.26 For the 1791
premiere of La clemenza di Tito, by contrast, the Estates Theater
company ordered new decorations, some of them from the Esterházy theater designer Pietro Travaglia.27
Through decorations and stage effects, the new Prague theater also exposed its technical advantage over the imperial
theaters in Vienna. As John Rice has pointed out, the engravings of performances in the Viennese Kärntnertortheater and
possibly also the Burgtheater from the 1780s show that scenery was not a priority for Joseph II’s theater administration.28
During his stay in Prague in the fall of 1783, furthermore, Emperor Joseph indirectly acknowledged the quality of scenic design at the Estates Theater; he was so impressed with Platzer’s
decorations that he invited the painter to work for the Viennese
Burgtheater.
Emperor Joseph was also partially responsible for the change
in artistic directorship at the Estates Theater in 1784. The repertoire of Karl Wahr’s company was being criticized as poor
during its first season in the new theater. During his 1783 stay
in Prague, furthermore, the Emperor visited the theater only
once, preferring the smaller Thun Theater in Prague’s Lesser
Town, which housed the company of Pasquale Bondini. At the
Emperor’s urging, Count Nostitz leased the theater to Pasquale
Bondini starting April 12, 1784. As is well known, Bondini and
his Italian opera company would later be responsible for the famous Prague productions and premieres of Mozart’s operas. It
is possible, however, that Bondini’s initial encounter with Mozart’s operatic style occurred thanks to Wahr’s Estates Theater
production of Die Entführung. From June to September 1783
Bondini’s company performed at Prague’s Thun Theater, but by
September 25, 1783, the company had moved to Leipzig, where
it produced Die Entführung; Bondini probably attended Wahr’s
production of Mozart’s opera at the Estates Theater and decided
to incorporate the work into his own repertoire.29
By the time Bondini decided to produce Le nozze di Figaro in the fall of 1786 (the first documented performance in
Prague was discussed on December 12, 1786 in the Prager Oberpostamtszeitung), he had been in charge of the Estates Theater
for over two seasons. The Prague production of Figaro took the
city by storm. Prague’s links to Mozart became a matter of pa-

triotic pride, and the Estates Theater became the main center of
this veneration. Contrary to the present-day image of Prague as
a Czech city, many Prague intellectuals viewed Mozart as a representative of their German national aspirations. This becomes
particularly clear from Anton Daniel Breicha’s poem “An Mozart
bei Vorstellung der Oper le nozze di Figaro,” published in a 1787
Prague collection of poems (for the full text of the poem and an
English translation, see appendix).30 In the poem’s final stanza,
Mozart’s is apostrophized as the “German Apollo” (“der teutsche Apol”) to whom Germany, his fatherland, reaches out “to
placate the Germanic Muses” (“versönt sich so mit Germaniens
Musen”) and “taunt the leering envy [of its enemies]” (“hönt des
schielenden Neides”). Many Bohemian writers also focused on
the image of a musical genius finding enthusiastic reception in
the provincial capital while remaining unappreciated in the imperial metropolis. According to Franz Xaver Niemetschek’s first
Mozart biography, published in 1798 in Prague, one of the main
reasons for the admiration was that “only an audience that possesses so much appreciation for true beauty in music and that
includes so many real connoisseurs could immediately discern
the value of such art.” 31
The admiration for Le nozze di Figaro was so great that Mozart himself was invited to Prague. Mozart arrived on January
11, 1787, attended a performance of Figaro on January 17 at the
Estates Theater, where he also premiered his “Prague” Symphony (K. 504) on January 19 and conducted Le nozze di Figaro on
January 22. Mozart returned to Prague on October 4, 1787, conducted Le nozze di Figaro again on October 14, in front of Archduchess Maria Theresia and her husband Prince Anton Clemens
of Saxony, who were traveling through Prague from Vienna to
their wedding in Dresden. On October 29, 1787, Mozart’s Don
Giovanni received its premiere on the stage of the Estates Theater, an event that is still considered one of the most important
cultural accomplishments in Prague’s history. Mozart then conducted three more performances of the opera and left for Vienna on November 14, 1787. Niemetschek’s explanation for Don
Giovanni’s popularity in Prague once again smacks of patriotic
pride: “Everywhere and at every occasion in Prague, Mozart
received great and unambiguous proofs of the respect and admiration that were certainly honorable, because they originated

26 Věra Ptáčková, “Scénografie Mozartova Dona Giovanniho v Praze”
[Designs of Mozart’s Don Giovanni in Prague] in Mozartův Don
Giovanni v Praze, 91–155.
27 See Sergio Durante, “Le scenografie di Pietro Travaglia per La clemenza
di Tito (Praga, 1791): Problemi di identificazione ed implicazioni,” Mozart-Jahrbuch (1994), 157–69.
28 Rice, 176.
29 See Lederer, 26. On Bondini’s Die Entführung, see also Ian Woodfield,
Performing Operas for Mozart: Impresarios, Singers, and Troops (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 25–31.

30 Blumen, Blümchen und Blätter. Stat [sic] einer Prager Musenalmanachs,
ed. Johan[n] Dionis John (Prague and Vienna: Schönfeld, 1787), 15–17.
See also Paul Nettl, Mozart in Böhmen (Prague: Neumann, 1938), 79–81.
31 Niemetschek, Leben des k. k. Kapelmeisters Wolfgang Gottlieb Mozart
(Prague: Herrlische Buchhandlung, 1798), 26: “nur ein Publikum,
welches so viel Sinn für das wahre Schöne in der Tonkunst und so viel
gründliche Kenner unter sich besitzt, konnte den Werth einer solchen
Kunst auf der Stelle Empfinden.” Available online: http://mozartsocietyofamerica.org/embp/Niemetschek-1798.pdf
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Plate 1. Longitudinal section and ground plan of the Estates Theater, hand-colored etching based on a drawing by
Franz and Philipp Heger, engraved by Johann Berka in 1793, and published in a 1796 collection of twenty-eight
views of Prague.

Figure 3: The first of two invitation cards that most likely depict the
1792 production of Die Zauberflöte at the Estates Theater by the company of Wenzel Mihule.

in pure appreciation of his art, not in prejudice or fashion.” 32
The strong popularity of Mozart might have also been behind
the fact that Guardasoni commissioned Mozart to compose La
clemenza di Tito for the 1791 coronation of Leopold II; Mozart’s
renown in Prague as a reason behind the commission remains
intact even if Guardasoni did in fact approach Antonio Salieri
first, as is suggested by Salieri’s letter to Prince Anton Esterházy,
the truthfulness of which has been contested.33
32 Niemetschek, 29: “Ueberhaupt bekam Mozart in Prag bey jeder Gelegenheit große und unzweydeutige Beweise der Hochachtung und Bewunderung, welche gewiß ehrenvoll waren, weil nicht Vorurtheil oder
Mode, sondern reines Gefühl seiner Kunst daran Theil hatte.”
33 See Sergio Durante, “The Chronology of Mozart’s La clemenza di Tito
Reconsidered,” Music & Letters 80, no. 4 (1999): 560–94; and Tomislav
Volek, “Nochmals über den Ursprung von Mozarts Oper La clemenza
di Tito,” in Böhmische Aspekte des Lebens und des Werkes W. A. Mozarts,
265–77.
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The coronation year was quite tumultuous for the history of
Prague theatrical life. By then, the Estates Theater had strong
competition from the Patriotic Theater company that operated in the recently constructed Theater at the Hybernians and
performed in German and Czech. The Estates Theater also
changed occupants several times. The Italian company under
the leadership of Guardasoni left in 1789 to spend two seasons
in Warsaw.34 The theater was then used by a newly formed
troupe of Carl Wahr, focusing on German-language repertoire.
After Guardasoni’s return to Prague, Mozart’s work once again
became the core repertoire at the Estates Theater. Sometime between June and November 1791 the Italian troupe produced Così
fan tutte.35 From August 28 to September 14, Mozart himself appeared in the theater several times, including at a performance
of Don Giovanni on September 2 and for the premiere of La
clemenza di Tito on September 6.
In the following decades Mozart’s four late Italian operas
continued to be performed with unusual frequency at the Estates Theater, eventually joined by Die Zauberflöte. Mozart’s
final Singspiel was brought to the stage of the Estates Theater
by the company of Wenzel Mihule on October 25, 1792, and by
April 14, 1793 had received twenty performances.36 With this
Zauberflöte production, the second outside of Vienna, Prague
once again boosted its image as a Mozart city.37 The staging of
Prague’s first Die Zauberflöte is most likely illustrated in two
invitation postcards from 1793 (to a ball organized in the Konviktsaal on January 24 and 31, and February 7), which show Papageno and Pamina enchanting Monostatos and the slaves in
the opera’s first act and which represent the earliest surviving
illustration of a Zauberflöte production (figures 3 and 4).38
34 As Rice and Woodfield explain, it was in Warsaw that Guardasoni
started programming opera seria, which might have influenced the inception of La clemenza di Tito. See Rice, 126–27; and Woodfield, 167.
35 On Guardasoni’s production of Così fan tutte, see Martin Nedbal,
“František Šír’s First Czech Translation of Mozart’s Final Opera Buffa
and the Reception of Così fan tutte in Prague 1791–1831, Divadelní revue
27, no. 2 (2016), 53–70.
36 This statistic is provided in Srba, 73. The first performance of Mihule’s
Die Zauberflöte was reviewed in the Prager Oberpostamtszeitung on
October 27, 1792; see Jiří Berkovec, Musicalia v pražském periodickém
tisku 18. století [Music-Related Items in Eighteenth-Century Prague Periodicals] (Prague: Státní knihovna ČSR, 1989), 83.
37 The first production of Die Zauberflöte outside of Vienna occurred a
month earlier, in September 1792, in Lemberg (presently Lviv, Ukraine).
As Milada Jonášová points out, however, even this production had a
Prague connection, because it was presented by the company of Franz
Heinrich Bulla, the former director of Bondini’s German company in
Prague. See Milada Jonášová, “Die Zauberflöte, Il flauto magico, Kouzelná flétna—alles aus Prag,” Mozart Studien 24 (2016), 81.
38 See also Tomislav Volek, Mozart a Praha [Mozart and Prague] (Prague:
Supraphon, 1973), 48; and Walther Brauneis, “Wolfgang Amadé Mozarts
Zauberflöte und Innsbruck: Neue Quellen zum Erstaufführungsdatum

Figure 4: The second of two invitation cards that most likely depict the 1792 Prague Die Zauberflöte. This image seems more closely based on an
actual stage performance. Although it does not specify the year, the dates of the ball are the same as on the first card, dated 1793.

The German repertoire at the Estates Theater was eventually
taken over by the company of Franz Spengler, which presented a new staging of Die Zauberflöte in September of that year,
produced Die Entführung on October 20, 1793, Der Schauspieldirektor on April 27, 1794, and Singspiel versions of Don Giovanni
and Così fan tutte in 1796.39 In 1794, Guardasoni’s Italian comim National-Hoftheater gegenüber der Innsbrucker Hofburg und zu
den sechs Szenenbildern des Innsbrucker Zeichners und Kupferstechers Joseph Schaffer,” Wissenschaftliches Jahrbuch der Tiroler Landesmuseen 2 (2009), 43–61. Another copy of the first of these postcards,
from a private collection in England, is reprinted in Peter Branscombe,
W. A. Mozart: Die Zauberflöte (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1991), 99.
39 For the repertoire of the Estates Theater in the 1790s, see “Das Repertoire des Nostitz-Theaters in Prag in den Jahren 1794, 1796–8,” in
Tomislav Volek, Mozart, Italienische Oper des 18. Jahrhunderts, und das
musikalische Leben im Königreich Böhmen, mit der Don-Juan-Studie
von Vladimír Helfert, vol. 1, ed. Milada Jonášová and Matthias Pernerstorfer (Vienna: Hollitzer, 2017), 177–294.

pany also made the Estates Theater the site of Die Zauberflöte’s
conversion from a Singspiel into a dramma eroicomico, titled
Il flauto magico, in an Italian translation and with spoken dialogues replaced with recitatives set to music by Johann Baptist
Kucharž (Jan Křtitel Kuchař).40 Tomislav Volek has speculated
40 It is unclear who the Italian translator was, since that information is
not provided in any of the three surviving published librettos of Il
flauto magico. For some time, researchers assumed that the author was
Giovanni De Gamerra, while more recent studies ascribed the authorship either to Scipion Piatolli or Caterino Mazzolà. See Galliano Ciliberti, “La prima traduzione italiana della Zauberflöte (Dresda, 1794),”
in La traduction des livrets, ed. Gottfried R. Marschall (Paris: Sorbonne
University, 2004), 253–67. The question of the translation’s authorship
becomes even more problematic in view of Jonášová’s finding that the
Prague Il flauto magico preceded the Dresden production; whereas the
Dresden production opened on March 20, 1794, the Prague production
opened on January 22 and was reviewed in the Prager neue Zeitung on
January 24, 1794. See Jonášová, 52–53. Jonášová does not speculate who
the translation author might have been.
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Figure 5: Two anonymous engravings (most likely a set of invitation cards) probably depicting one
of the three 1794 Prague productions of Die Zauberflöte.

that Guardasoni eventually forced Spengler (who needed to
oblige the Italian impresarios’ requests if he wanted to keep lucrative Sunday afternoon performances in the Estates Theater)
to drop Così fan tutte and Die Entführung from his repertoire
because they were drawing audiences away from Guardasoni’s
own Mozart productions.41 At the same time, Volek notes, Die
Zauberflöte was so popular that it kept filling Prague’s opera

houses although three different companies were performing it
by 1794.42 Czech-language productions of Mozart’s operas also
eventually made it into the Estates Theater: Die Zauberflöte in
1805 (another version in 1829), Die Entführung in 1806 (another
version in 1829), followed by Don Giovanni in 1825, and Così fan
tutte in 1831.43
Either Mihule’s 1792 Die Zauberflöte or Guardasoni’s 1794 Il

41 Volek, “Das Repertoire von Spenglers Prager Theatergesellschaft in der
Saison 1793–1794,” in Mozart, Italienische Oper des 18. Jahrhunderts, und
das musikalische Leben im Königreich Böhmen, vol. 1, 166.

42 See Volek, Mozart a Praha, 53.
43 The 1825 Don Giovanni production used the Czech translation by Jan
Nepomuk Štěpánek, which was published in the same year. Don Juan
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flauto magico made use of several pieces of special decorations
that are mentioned in a 1795 inventory of the Estates Theater.44
Explicitly connected with Die Zauberflöte are three silver lances
(“3 Stück versilberte Lanzen von der Zauberflöte”) and Papageno’s panpipe (“ein Picolo für den Papageno”); also part of the
opera’s productions must have been three wooden bird cages,
one with birds and two with cats (“3 Vogelhäuser von Holtz, 1
mit Vögeln und 2 mit Katzen”), and a fabric snake (“eine Schlange von Leinwand”). A snake-like monster, possibly made out of
fabric, chases Tamino in the first of the two 1794 prints from Die
Zauberflöte published by Georg Mahall in Prague (figure 5). Srba
claims that the prints must depict an actual Prague production
but cautions that there were several productions of Die Zauberflöte in Prague during that year—Il flauto magico; the first Czech
production and the earlier Mihule German production in the
Theater at the Hybernians; and Spengler’s German production
performed in both the Estates and the Thun Theaters (the Thun
Theater, however, burned down on August 26, 1794).45
Besides having a unique history of multi-lingual and
multi-cultural approaches to Mozart’s operas, the Estates Theater was also a site of numerous events celebrating the composer’s legacy. This tradition started as early as January 13, 1792,

when a group of Mozart’s admirers commemorated his death
with a festive performance that featured several arias from Idomeneo, and the receipts of which went to benefit Mozart’s family. Similar commemorations continue in the theater until the
present day. Among the most significant ones were those on
January 15, 1814 (the premiere of Don Giovanni under the direction of Carl Maria von Weber, the director of the theater’s opera
company between 1813 and 1816); November 4, 1837 (commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of Don Giovanni); January 27,
1856 (a festive concert celebrating Mozart’s hundredth birthday that featured Bedřich Smetana as a soloist in an unspecified Mozart piano concerto); October 29, 1887 (a Don Giovanni
performance, originally prepared during the 1885–86 season by
Gustav Mahler, and celebrating the opera’s centennial). The tradition still continues: on October 29, 2017 a festive performance
of Don Giovanni under the direction of Plácido Domingo will
commemorate the 230th anniversary of the opera’s premiere.
Mozart and his legacy therefore remain crucial for the importance of the Estates Theater as a cultural symbol of Prague, the
historic region of Bohemia, and the present-day Czech Republic
as a whole.

(Prague: Synové Bohumila Háze, 1825). The preface to that translation represents an important early source of information and anecdotes about Mozart’s 1787 trip to Prague and later productions of Don
Giovanni in Prague. For an English translation of the Preface, see “Jan
Nepomuk Štěpánek: Preface to Don Juan (1825),” introduction and
translation by Martin Nedbal, Newsletter of the Mozart Society of America 16, no. 1 (2012): 14–16.
44 See Srba, 73–85.
45 Srba, 79–81. Evžen Turnovský claims that the simplicity of the staging apparatus and the limited size of the stage suggest the Thun or the
Hybernian Theaters, rather than the Estates Theater, but that does not
diminish their importance in illustrating what late eighteenth-century
Prague audience’s expected from productions of Viennese magical operas. See Dějiny českého divadla, 388. Walther Brauneis assumes that
these are likewise invitation cards for a ball and that they depict Il flauto
magico. Brauneis, 59, n. 42.
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Appendix
Anton Daniel Breicha, “An Mozart bei Vorstellung der Oper le nozze di Figaro,” in Blumen, Blümchen, und
Blätter, stat eines Prager Musenalmanachs, ed. Johann Dionis John (Prague: Schönfeld, 1787), 15–17. (The
original German orthography has been left unchanged.)

Was sol ich die Musen beigestert von Dir
Um Beistand beschwören! Sei Muse Du mir!
Sei Du mir des Pindus berauschende Quelle!
Ich hört’ dich melodischer Denker, und pries
Dein Schöpfertalent, und ins Wonnenmer ries
Mich bald der Empfindungen mächtigste Welle.

Why, inspired by you, would I beseech the Muses
For assistance? Be yourself a Muse to me!
Be my own intoxicating spring of Mount Pindus!
I have heard you, melodious thinker, and have praised
Your creative talent, and was soon thrown into the sea
Of delight by the most powerful wave of sensations.

Zwar rollen bei Deinem Getöne nicht Wald,
Nicht Felsen herbei, nicht fabelhaft hallt
Dein sprechendes Spiel dem gefrässigen Tieger;
Doch bist Du dem fühlenden Orfeus mer,
Bist herscher der Selen, Dir frönt das Gehör
Der Kinder, der Mädchen, der Männer, der Krieger.

Your song entices neither woods nor rocks
To move forward; nor does your eloquent playing
Enchantingly resound to a ravenous tiger;
And yet, you are more than the sensitive Orpheus,
You are the ruler of souls, you enslave the ears
Of children, girls, men, and warriors.

Wenn Liebe Dein schmelzendes Saitenspiel tönt,
Sucht trunken der Jüngling sein Liebchen, und stönt,
Und heftiger hämmert der Busen dem Liebchen:
Sie winkt dem Geliebten zum Göttergenus,
Und mit in Dein Saitenspiel lispelt ein Kus,
Von Lippen des Jünglings, von Lippen des Liebchen.

When love emanates from your lyre’s touching playing,
An intoxicated boy searches for his sweetheart, sighing,
And the sweetheart’s breast pounds more heavily:
She beckons the beloved to godly delights,
And amidst your lyre’s playing a kiss is whispered,
From the lips of the boy, from the lips of the sweetheart.

Wenn ängstig und fiebrisch dein Saitenspiel bebt,
Durchfrieren uns Schauer und Angst; doch belebt
Uns Freude, wenn Töne sich nekken und scherzen.
Wenn wimmernd, und dumpf wie des Grabes Getön
Die klagenden Lieder die Oren umwehn,
Ertönen auch Wemut die Saiten der Herzen.

When frightfully and feverishly your lyre’s playing trembles,
We are chilled by shivers and fears; yet joy
Revives us, when the tones are teasing and jesting.
When with wailing and dullness, like the thudding inside of a grave,
Plangent songs surround the ears,
The heart’s strings also resound with plaintiveness.

Sieh! Teutschland, Dein Vaterland reicht Dir die Hand
Nach Sitte der Teutschen, und löset das Band
Der Freundschaft mit Fremdlingen auf, und verehret
In Dir nun den teutschen Apol, und versönt
Sich so mit Germaniens Musen, und hönt,
Des schielenden Neides, der selbst sich verzeret.

Behold! Germany, your fatherland, offers a hand to you,
According to German custom, and dissolves the bond
Of friendship with foreigners, and reveres
Now in you a German Apollo, and thus makes peace
With the Muses of Germania, and mocks
The squinting envy that devours itself.
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